[Sick leave-related factors and quality of life in Japanese working cancer patients receiving outpatient treatment].
Objective This study aimed (1) to clarify sick leave-related factors in Japanese working cancer patients receiving outpatient treatment and (2) to assess quality of life (QOL) in this group of patients.Methods A survey was conducted using a questionnaire designed for adult cancer patients aged 20 to 64 years who were currently receiving outpatient treatment and living in Hokkaido. The questionnaire was used to collect data on basic characteristics, cancer-related factors, and QOL (SF-12v2, Japanese edition). To clarify the factors related to sick leave, we first calculated the propensity score using logistic regression analysis. The presence or absence of sick leave was the dependent variable, and the basic attributes were the covariates. We then analyzed each variable with significant differences in basic and cancer-related attributes as an independent variable using binomial logistic regression analysis. Quality of life was evaluated by comparing scores on the eight subscales and three component summaries of the SF-12v2.Results There were a total of 147 respondents, of which 79 were included in this study. They were classified into two groups: the leave group (29, 36.7%) and the work continuation group (50, 63.3%). The logistic regression analysis with propensity score adjustment showed that taking leave were associated with patients who were less than 6 months since cancer diagnosis (odds ratio=17.9, P<0.001) and patients who had not undergone surgery (odds ratio=3.9, P=0.011). The QOL scores of the leave group were lower than those of the Japanese national sample in seven out of the eight subscales, and there was a significant decrease in the six items for the work continuation group. In particular, two role functioning dimensions-physical and emotional-were remarkably decreased. In the analysis of component summary scores, it was found that QOL scores of cancer patients were lower for the role component summary (RCS) and physical component summary (PCS) compared with the national samples; however, mental component summary scores showed an increasing trend. The leave group had significantly lower RCS and PCS scores compared with the work continuation group.Conclusion We surveyed Japanese working cancer patients and analyzed sick leave-related factors and QOL in that population. We found that having less than 6 months since cancer diagnosis and not having undergone surgery were highly related to leave, and QOL scores (RCS and PCS) were low. The results of this study indicate that Japanese working cancer patients need to be provided with support that is based on their specific characteristics.